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The 4 GDPR-compliant duties of an email marketer

What is GDPR?
The GDPR is an upcoming European Union law that imposes strict
obligations on the way a business uses its subscribers’ personal data.
Henceforth, every business is required to obtain explicit consent from their
audience, before proceeding with their email marketing efforts. Businesses
are also liable for the safety of their subscribers’ information and they are
subject to penalization for any breaches.
In short, the regulation lists a set of rights for data subjects (people whose
data is managed by a business), for which every marketer (of a business)
must comply.

The 4 core duties of an email marketer
With permission-based engagement in the limelight, marketers are tasked
with capturing, processing, and managing users’ data efficiently.

Collecting subscribers’ data :
According to the law, marketers are required to use the double opt-in
method for obtaining consent from their users. You also need to educate
them on why you’re collecting their data. Performing an internal audit will
help you understand what kind of subscriber data you already have and
what you further need to collect from your users. Mention consent in simple
terms, and make sure to obtain separate consent for different purposes.
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Remember, consent has to be a voluntary affirmative action, so don’t use
any form of default consent like pre-ticked boxes or filled fields. When it
comes to children or sensitive data like race, ethnicity, religion, etc., collect
only when you have clearly informed your subjects and you have enough
provisions.

Processing the curated data
Once you collect the necessary data, the way you handle it is crucial.
Personal data you collect from your data subjects must be used only for
the purposes that you clearly stated when they gave their permission. If
you use it for any other unappropriate objectives, you’ll be held at crime for
violation of the law.
Periodically review your data to ensure that it’s up to date. Whenever you
make changes to privacy notices, inform your users immediately. Your
subjects can restrict the processing of their data when they have any issue
with the content you hold or the way you handle it. You must respond to
their restriction request and make preparations accordingly.

Storing and managing data
It’s your responsibility to safeguard your users’ personal data, and in
the event of any loss or breach, you’ll be strictly punished. Inform your
subscribers about where their data is stored, and don’t allow any thirdparty services or unauthorized people to access your stored data at any
point in time.
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As your engagement is completely mutual in a permission-based approach,
you must allow your users to opt out of your service at any time. Users
also have the power to make modifications to their information, so let them
access their data and make updates when needed.

Transferring and erasing of data
You must permit the transfer of personal data from your system to thirdparty services when an individual requests it. You may also migrate data
across data centers within your organizations, as there’s no stipulation
for only storing information in the EU servers. An individual can also demand
the deletion of any personal data that they feel is not being appropriately
used by your business. In both the cases of erasure and transfer, you
cannot penalize a user who makes this request, and you must promptly
respond to their needs by providing immediate arrangements.
It’s also important to allow users to access their data in a readable format so
that they can download their information, at any time, through passwordprotected files.

Penalty for non-compliance to GDPR
Non-compliance with the GDPR comes with a huge monetary penalty.
Sanctions for not complying with the law can be very high—20 Million Euros
(€20 million) or 4% of your company’s total worldwide annual turnover from
the preceding financial year, whichever is higher.
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Benefits of GDPR
Clean email marketing: Abiding by the laws of this regulation, you reach out
only to the people who want to connect with you. Your email engagement
rates will go up and you’ll end up with better conversions.
Goodwill from customers: Due to the transparency in your email marketing
approach, customers will tend to stick with you, and a sense of trust can be
built between your brand and your customers.
Increased revenue: With higher conversions and improved email
performance, you can improve your ROI and, ultimately, build a better brand
image.

Inference
The GDPR isn’t a thing of stress for the email marketing industry. It’s a
welcome addition, as it helps in cleaning up your mailing lists and helps you
target the right set of people. While complying with the laws might initially
seem laborious, the payoff is definitely worth it—you become a smarter
marketer! So, say “yes” to GDPR for a robust and successful email marketing.

Disclaimer: GDPR security requirements are vast and complex and Zoho Campaigns has given its best solutions
to help with compliance. You should in no way take the above mentioned information as legal advice. 4We always
recommend that you approach legal counsel to advise on the best ways to ensure GDPR compliance.
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Contact us:
Zoho Corporation
4141 Hacienda Drive
Pleasanton,
California 94588, USA
+1 (888) 900 9646 (USA)
+44 (20) 35647890 (UK)
Support@zohocampaigns.com

For more information on how you can be GDPR compliant
with Zoho Campaigns, click here.
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